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Abstract
We deﬁne the spatio-temporal logic MTLA as an extension of Lamport’s Temporal Logic of Actions TLA for the speciﬁcation,
veriﬁcation, and formal development of systems that rely on mobile code. The formalism is validated by an encoding of models
written in the mobile UML notation. We identify reﬁnement principles for mobile systems and justify reﬁnements of mobile UML
state machines with the help of the MTLA semantics.
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1. Introduction
Advances in networking technology have enabled novel paradigms of design for software-intensive systems, based
on the transmission of mobile code for execution at remote sites rather than the more conventional, communication-
based architectures such as client–server systems. It has quickly become apparent that the design of mobile systems
requires speciﬁc abstractions that should be supported by formal methods of system development and their underlying
calculi and logics. Milner’s -calculus [20] has been the ﬁrst to address mobility of names, later foundational calculi
for mobile systems [9,12,21,26], have emphasized different aspects of mobility and have deﬁned primitives to describe
the interaction of mobile components. In particular, the Ambient Calculus due to Cardelli and Gordon introduced the
notion of nested and dynamically reconﬁgurable named administrative domains that delimit code mobility.
Some of these calculi have been complemented by logics in which run-time properties of mobile systems can be
expressed [10,8,22]. Formulas of these logics are evaluated over process terms by means of an intensional semantics [25]
and closely reﬂect the syntactic structure of processes. Although well suited for the veriﬁcation of properties of processes,
these logics are not intended to support notions of reﬁnement that are ﬂexible enough to allow for nontrivial development
steps while preserving properties that have been established at abstract levels of description.
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Fig. 1. Preﬁx of a run.
In the present paper we follow a different approach and deﬁne a spatio-temporal speciﬁcation logic whose semantics
is based on a notion of system runs similar to standard (linear-time) temporal logics, independently of any speciﬁc
operational calculus, and that can support appropriate notions of reﬁnement. We base our logic on Lamport’s Temporal
Logic of Actions (TLA) [16], which provides a formal basis for the reﬁnement of reactive systems, but add spatial
modalities for describing the topology of system conﬁgurations.
The development of systems based on mobile code has also inspired research into appropriate semi-formal notations
to software design. In particular, Baumeister et al. [5,6,17] have identiﬁed a set of UML [23] stereotypes that apply
to class, interaction, state machine, and activity diagrams describing mobile systems. We validate the expressiveness
of MTLA by encoding in it a restricted class of mobile UML state machines. We then discuss concepts of reﬁnement
that apply to the development of mobile systems. Besides standard operation reﬁnement, we identify two reﬁnement
principles that are more speciﬁc to mobile systems, namely spatial extension and virtualization of locations. These
principles support modiﬁcations of the spatial structure of mobile systems; they require to clearly delimit the externally
visible interface of a speciﬁcation. We justify reﬁnement principles for mobile UML state machines based on their
MTLA semantics, establishing proof obligations that can be read off the UML model without a need for explicit
reasoning in MTLA.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the logic MTLA. The encoding of mobile
UML state machines is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes our reﬁnement principles and applies them to mobile
UML state machines. To illustrate our concepts we use a running example of a mobile shopping agent that roams a
network in search for offers for a given item and, upon return to its home site, presents the offers it has collected.
2. The logic MTLA
2.1. Conﬁgurations and runs
We represent the spatial structure of a mobile system at any given instant as a ﬁnite tree t whose nodes are labeled
with unique (“physical”) names n drawn from a denumerably inﬁnite set N, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Reﬂecting the
intended interpretation, we interchangeably refer to the elements of N as “names” or “locations”. The root node, which
represents the top-level (or “system”) domain, is labeled with the implicit label ε /∈ N. Every node of the tree (including
the root node) is endowed with a local state, represented as a valuation of a set Vf of ﬂexible (or “state”) variables.
Technically, a tree t is presented as a strict partial order (Nt ,≺t ) over a ﬁnite set Nt ⊂ N. We write Nεt for the set
Nt ∪ {ε}, and extend the tree order ≺t to Nεt by letting n ≺t ε for all n ∈ Nt . We write m t n if m ≺t n or m = n.
For a tree t = (Nt ,≺t ) and a name n ∈ Nεt , we write t↓n for the subtree of t rooted at the (unique) node labeled by n.
For n /∈ Nεt , we let t↓n denote the empty tree.
A conﬁguration is a pair (t, ): for every node n ∈ Nεt , the local state assigns a value (n, v) to each variable v ∈ Vf .
A run of a system, illustrated in Fig. 1, is represented as an -sequence  = (t0, 0)(t1, 1) . . . of conﬁgurations.
Transitions may change the local state at some nodes, but also modify the tree structure; such structural changes
represent the movement of locations or the creation or destruction of locations. For a run  = (t0, 0)(t1, 1) . . . and
i ∈ N, we denote by |i the sufﬁx (ti , i )(ti+1, i+1), . . . .
2.2. Simple MTLA
The connectives of MTLA extend classical logic by spatial and temporal modalities. We assume given a signature
of ﬁrst-order logic with equality, and denumerable sets Vr and Vf of rigid and ﬂexible individual variables. We want to
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Fig. 2. Semantics of simple MTLA.
ensure that formulas of MTLA are invariant under “stuttering” as in Lamport’s TLA [16]. Following [19], we introduce
auxiliary classes of “impure” terms and formulas that may contain top-level occurrences of the next-time operator .
Impure formulas may contain temporal operators and thus generalize the action formulas of TLA. In the grammar
below, x ∈ Vr and v ∈ Vf represent rigid and ﬂexible variables, f and P are (k-ary) function and predicate symbols,
m ∈ N is a name, t and u (possibly with subscripts) are pure and impure terms, and F and A are pure and impure
formulas, while S represents pure spatial formulas: pure formulas that do not contain any temporal operators ( , ,
and its variants). The syntax is ambiguous because we use the same connectives for pure and impure formulas; this
ambiguity is harmless as we will deﬁne the semantics of these connectives in the same way for pure and impure
formulas.
t ::= x | v | f (t1, . . . , tk) | x : F,
u ::= t | f (u1, . . . , uk) | x : A,
F ::= P(t1, . . . , tk) | false | F1 ⇒ F2 | ∃x : F | m[F ] | F | [A]t | [A]S,
A ::= F | P(u1, . . . , uk) | A1 ⇒ A2 | ∃x : A | m[A] | F.
Our term formation rules include the deﬁnite description operator x : F (“the x such that F ” [24]). The only spatial
modalities of simple MTLA are of the form m[·] (“· at m”) for names m, and they can be applied to pure and impure
formulas. The temporal formulas F (“always F”) and [A]t (“always square A sub t”) are as in TLA. The latter
formula asserts that all transitions that change the value of the (pure) term t satisfy the impure formula A. Similarly,
[A]S asserts that every transition that changes the truth value of S satisﬁes A. Observe that “impurity” is introduced
by the next-time operator , and that impure formulas are “puriﬁed” by applications of [A]t or [A]S .
The semantics of MTLA is based on a ﬁrst-order interpretation I that provides a non-empty universe |I|, a “null”
value dI ∈ |I|, and interpretations I(f ) and I(P ) of the function and predicate symbols f and P of the signature where
“=” is interpreted as equality on |I|. Terms and formulas are evaluated over a run  = ((N0,≺0), 0)((N1,≺1), 1) . . .
whose valuations i interpret the ﬂexible variables, at a position n ∈ Nεi that indicates the “location of evaluation”,
and with respect to a valuation  of the rigid variables. We write (n,)(t) for the value denoted by the term t and write
, n, A if formula A holds true for , n, and . The formal inductive deﬁnition appears in Fig. 2; as every pure term
and formula is also an impure one, we only give one clause for the operators that apply to both classes of formulas.
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Fig. 3. Speciﬁcation of a simple shopping agent.
The spatial modalities m[·] shift the spatial focus of evaluation; they are weak in the sense that the formula is trivially
true if m does not occur below the current location. More importantly, they refer to nodes at arbitrary nesting depth,
and not just the immediate subnodes of the current location. The semantics of the temporal operators is standard but
takes into account that life spans of a name may be ﬁnite: for example, the  operators only extend for as long as the
current name of evaluation is valid. In particular, we consider a later reappearance of a name n to be unrelated to any
earlier occurrences of n. We say that F holds of  and , written , F iff F holds at the root location, i.e. , ε, F .
Formula F is valid, written F , iff , F holds for all runs  and valuations .
When writing MTLA formulas, we use many derived operators, beyond the standard abbreviations true, ∧, ∨, ⇔,
and ∀. For a pure term t, we deﬁne the impure term t ′ ≡ x : (t = x) to denote the value of t at the next instant;
t ′ denotes the null value if the current name of evaluation is invalid for the next state. Similarly, for an (im)pure term
t and a name n ∈ N, n.t denotes the (im)pure term x : n[x = t] that denotes the value of t at sublocation n or the
null value if no such location exists. For pure terms t1, . . . , tn we write UNCHANGED(t1, . . . , tn) to denote the impure
formula t ′1 = t1 ∧ · · · ∧ t ′n = tn. We write [A]t for A ∨ t ′ = t and [A]S for A ∨ ( S ⇔ S).
The formula n〈A〉 ≡ ¬n[¬A] is deﬁned as the dual of n[A]; it requires the existence of a sublocation n such that
A holds at n. To reduce the number of brackets, we write n1. · · · .nk[F ] instead of n1[· · · nk[F ] · · ·], and similarly
deﬁne n1. · · · .nk〈F 〉. We also sometimes write n1. · · · .nk instead of n1. · · · .nk〈true〉, asserting the existence of nested
locations n1, . . . , nk in the current tree.
The formula ♦F (“eventually F”) is deﬁned as ¬¬F ; it requires that F holds eventually, within the life span of
the current name. We write ♦〈A〉t for ¬[¬A]t , and similarly for ♦〈A〉S ; these formulas hold if eventually t (resp., S)
changes value during a transition satisfying A. The formulas[A]−S and[A]+S abbreviate[S ⇒ A]S and[¬S ⇒
A]S ; they assert that A holds whenever the spatial formula S becomes false (resp., true) during a transition. Finally,
the formula [A]a1,...,an (where the ai may be pure terms or pure spatial formulas) denotes [A]a1 ∧ · · · ∧[A]an ; it
holds of  provided every transition that changes some ai satisﬁes A.
2.3. Example
A ﬁrst speciﬁcation of the shopping agent example, written in simple MTLA, appears as formula SimpleShopper in
Fig. 3. We adopt Lamport’s convention [15] of writing multi-line conjunctions and disjunctions as lists whose items
are labeled with the respective connective, relying on indentation to suppress parentheses.
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We assume a ﬁxed, ﬁnite set Loc of (immobile) network locations; home ∈ Loc denotes the home location of the
shopping agent. The name ag /∈ Loc refers to the shopping agent itself. The speciﬁcation SimpleShopper consists of
four conjuncts: formula Network requires all locations n ∈ Loc to be always present without being nested. The second
conjunct Init expresses the initial condition: the agent ag should be beneath its home location home, and the control
state should be “idle”. The third conjunct speciﬁes the possible state transitions that affect the local state of the agent.
At the home location, the shopper can be seeded for a tour through the network or it can present its results. At any
location (even including the home location), it can collect offers for the item it is looking for from the database supply
of that location. Finally, the fourth conjunct describes the possible moves of an agent: whenever the formula n.ag〈true〉
becomes false for some n ∈ Loc, the agent must be in “shopping” state, and it must move to some other location
m ∈ Loc without changing its local variables. Formula SimpleShopper describes the safety part of the speciﬁcation.
Liveness and fairness properties can also be expressed in MTLA, just as in TLA, but we concentrate on safety properties
in this article.
Because MTLA is a logic, it can also be used to formulate correctness properties. For example, the following
invariants hold of speciﬁcation SimpleShopper:

∨
n∈Loc
n.ag〈true〉, (1)
(ag.ctl = “idle” ⇒ home.ag〈true〉). (2)
Invariant (1) asserts that the shopping agent never leaves the network: it is always situated beneath some location
n ∈ Loc. The second invariant states that the control state of the agent can be “idle” only when the agent is at its home
location. In general, as in TLA, speciﬁcation Spec satisﬁes a property Prop if and only if the implication Spec ⇒ Prop
is valid. System properties can thus be veriﬁed deductively: a complete axiomatization of propositional MTLA appears
in [28]. For the veriﬁcation of ﬁnite-state systems, one can alternatively use model checking procedures that are obtained
as natural extensions of those for TLA and other linear-time temporal logics.
2.4. Freeze and move
Formulas of simple MTLA only restrict the behavior of names and of local state variables that occur explicitly. It can
sometimes be useful to constrain parts of the spatial conﬁguration whose names are not (yet) known. For example, the
action Moven,m of Fig. 3 describes that location ag moves from n to m, but it does not assert anything of the locations
that may be nested beneath ag. A stronger speciﬁcation would assert that the entire subtree rooted at ag moves from n to
m; in fact, such primitives are common in calculi for mobile processes such as the Ambient calculus [9]. An important
difference between these speciﬁcations arises when considering reﬁnement (addressed in Section 4): the SimpleShopper
speciﬁcation allows for reﬁnements where the main agent ag moves while leaving some sub-agent behind, whereas a
speciﬁcation based on the stronger move action requires all sub-agents to move along with ag.
We ﬁrst extend simple MTLA by impure formulas freezem, for m ∈ N, whose semantics is given by
, n,  freezem iff t0↓n.m = t1↓n.m.
In other words, freezem holds if either the name m does not occur below n in the ﬁrst two conﬁgurations of , or if
it occurs below n in both conﬁgurations and the subtrees rooted at m have the same shape. For a name m ∈ N and
sequences ,  ∈ N∗, we then deﬁne the derived impure formula
.m?.m ≡ .m〈true〉 ∧ .m〈true〉 ∧ freezem.
asserting that the subtree rooted at location m, initially located below , moves below  while preserving its spatial
structure.
2.5. Hiding of state variables
Designating the externally visible interface of components is an important part of system design: it is achieved
by hiding the private state variables of a component. We represent hiding by existential quantiﬁcation over ﬂexible
variables, at designated locations, and extend the syntax of MTLA formulas, stipulating that ∃m.v : F is a pure formula
whenever F is a pure formula, m ∈ Nε is a name, and v ∈ Vf is a ﬂexible variable (we write ∃ v : F for ∃ ε.v : F ).
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Fig. 4. Illustration of tree extension.
As in TLA [16], the semantics of quantiﬁcation over ﬂexible variables is deﬁned in such a way that it preserves
invariance of formulas under stuttering, and this is a crucial prerequisite in order to have reﬁnements preserve properties.
We formally deﬁne stuttering equivalence  as the smallest equivalence relation on runs that identiﬁes runs that differ
by insertion or removal of duplicate conﬁgurations (ti , i ):
(t0, 0) . . . (ti , i )(ti+1, i+1) . . .  . . . (ti , i )(ti , i )(ti+1, i+1) . . . .
Extending the corresponding proof for TLA [2], it is straightforward to show that formulas of MTLA as deﬁned in
Section 2 are invariant w.r.t. stuttering equivalence: for any pure MTLA formula F and any behaviors  and 	 such that
  	 we have , F if and only if 	, F .
We say that two runs  = (s0, 0)(s1, 1) . . . and 	 = (t0, 
0)(t1, 
1) . . . are equal up to v ∈ Vf at m ∈ Nε, written
 =m.v 	 iff si = ti for all i ∈ N and i (n, x) = 
i (n, x) for all n ∈ Nε and x ∈ Vf except if n = m and x = v. In
other words, the tree structures of the conﬁgurations in  and 	 must be identical, and the local valuations may differ
at most in the valuation assigned to variable v at nodes labeled m.
Finally, we deﬁne similarity up to v at m as the smallest equivalence relation ≈m.v that contains both  and =m.v .
We deﬁne the semantics of existential quantiﬁcation over ﬂexible variables by
, n,  ∃m.v : F iff 	, n, F for some 	 ≈m.v .
This deﬁnition obviously ensures that MTLA formulas of the form ∃m.v : F are again invariant w.r.t. stuttering
equivalence.
Formulas ∃m.v : F can be proven using the following variant of the familiar quantiﬁer introduction axiom
(∃ -I) F [t/m.v] ⇒ ∃m.v : F,
where t is a pure term and F [t/m.v] denotes the formula obtained from F by substituting all top-level occurrences of
v in subformulas m[A] (i.e., those occurrences that are not in the scope of any further spatial modality) by t. More
formally, this “localized substitution” is deﬁned inductively with the crucial clauses being
(n[F ])[t/m.v] ≡
{
n
[
F {t/v}] if m = n,
n
[
F [t/m.v]] otherwise, (n[F ]){t/v} ≡ n[F ],
where F {t/v} is an auxiliary substitution operation that replaces t for those occurrences of v that are not in the scope
of a spatial modality.
2.6. Hiding of names
Beyond the hiding of state variables at components, we introduce the concept of hiding a location (representing an
entire component). This can be useful in the speciﬁcation of a mobile system in order to prevent the environment from
relying on the presence of certain sublocations that might not be present in a later implementation. Analogously to
the quantiﬁcation over ﬂexible variables introduced in Section 2.5, we introduce an existential quantiﬁer over names:
∃m : F is a pure formula if F is a pure formula and m ∈ N is a name.
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Intuitively, ∃m : F holds of a run  if there exists some run 	 that satisﬁes F and that differs from  by extending the
trees by name m at every conﬁguration. The formal deﬁnition is somewhat more complicated because the name used
for the extension of the trees should be fresh, and this may require renaming of the bound variable in F. For ﬁnite trees
s = (Ns ,≺s) and t = (Nt ,≺t ) and a name m we deﬁne the relation s <m t to hold iff s results from t by removing the
node labeled by m (if any):
s <m t iff Ns = Nt \ {m} and (a ≺s b iff a ≺t b for all a, b ∈ Ns)
(see Fig. 4 for an illustration of this deﬁnition). The relation <m is extended to conﬁgurations in the canonical way by
requiring that the local state associated with any node in s be that of the corresponding node in t:
(s, ) <m (t, 
) iff s <m t and (a, v) = 
(a, v) for all a ∈ Ns and v ∈ Vf .
Finally, the relation <m is extended to entire runs by
(s0, 0)(s1, 1) . . . <m (t0, 
0)(t1, 
1) . . . iff (si, i ) <m (ti , 
i ) for all i ∈ N.
The semantics of quantiﬁcation over names is now deﬁned by
, n,  ∃m : F iff there exist runs , 	 such that   ,  <l 	, and
	, n, F [l/m] for a name l that occurs neither in F nor in .
The existence of a fresh name l is easily ensured by extending the set of names that may occur in 	. Again, this quantiﬁer
observes standard proof rules. In particular, we have the introduction axioms
(∃ -ref) F [n/m, t1/m.a1, . . . , tk/m.ak] ⇒ ∃m : F,
(∃ -sub) n〈true〉 ⇒ ∃m : n.m〈true〉 (m = n).
The axiom (∃ -ref) is the expected counterpart to the axiom (∃ -I) considered in Section 2.5. Because the name quantiﬁer
hides the location as well as its local state, the axiom calls for an instantiation of the hidden name m as well as of the
local variables a1, . . . , ak associated with m. Again, this axiom by itself is incomplete, and in particular the axiom
(∃ -sub) allows us to introduce a new sublocation n of an existing location m.
3. Formalization of mobile UML
UML has become the de facto standard notation for object-oriented software development. We validate the expres-
siveness of MTLA by encoding systems of interacting, mobile UML state machines. The encoding is mechanizable
and can be used as a basis for proving properties about systems speciﬁed in mobile UML. Our main interest, however,
is in justifying correctness-preserving reﬁnement transformations of mobile UML state machines.
Mobile UML [5,6,17] extends the UML [23] by concepts for modeling mobile computation. The extension is
described in terms of the UML itself, using stereotypes and tagged values as meta-modeling tools. Most importantly,
instances of classes distinguished by the stereotype location denote locations where other objects may reside.
Mobile objects are instances of classes with the stereotype mobile and may change their locations over life-time;
cf. Fig. 5(a). As for any UML instance, the behavior of mobile UML objects can be described by UML state machines,
which present an object-oriented variant of Statecharts as deﬁned by Harel [13].
For the purposes of this article, we consider a restricted class of state machines (for a more complete semantical
treatment, see, e.g. [27]), but extended by the special move action that causes the object to move to the given target
location; see Fig. 5(b). In particular, we exclude hierarchical state machines and pseudo-states, with the exception of
a single initial state per state machine. We take into account only events triggered by asynchronous signals (excluding
call, time, and change events) and ignore deferred events. Although our encoding could be extended to encompass
the full range of features of UML state machines, the simpliﬁcations we impose let us concentrate on the problems of
mobility and reﬁnement that are our primary concern.
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«location» Site
supply : {Offers}
present(offers : {Offer})
«mobile» Shopper
lookFor : Item
offers : {Offer}
look(i : Item)
offer(o : Offer)
home 1
Class diagram.
Idle
Shopping
offer(o) /
offers=add(offers,o)
home.present(offers)
[@home] /
(lookFor,offers)
look(item) /
= (item, {})
/ ANY l : l in Site :
move(l)
[@home]
State machine for the shopper.(a) (b)
Fig. 5. High-level model for the shopper. (a) Class diagram. (b) State machine for the shopper.
3.1. Mobile UML state machines
A mobile UML state machine consists of a ﬁnite set of states and a ﬁnite set of transitions between states. A single
state is marked as the initial state, depicted by a ﬁlled circle; all other states are depicted by rounded rectangles and
labeled by a name. The transitions carry labels of the form trig[grd]/act, any and all of which can be absent. The trigger
trig denotes a signal reception of the form op(par) where op is the name of an operation declared in the class and par is
a list of parameters. The guard grd is a Boolean expression over the attributes of the class, the variable self that denotes
the object’s identity, and the parameters that appear in the trigger clause. In addition, we allow for guards e1 ≺ e2 that
refer to the hierarchy of objects; such a clause is true if (the object denoted by) e1 is currently located beneath e2. 1
The most common form is self ≺ e, requiring the current object to be located below e, which we abbreviate to @e.
The action act denotes the response of an object, beyond the state transition. For simplicity, we assume that all actions
are of the form ANY x : P : upd, send,move where each of the constituents may be absent. Herein, P is a predicate
over location objects, and ANY x : P functions as a binder that chooses some location object x satisfying P which
can be used in the remainder of the action. The upd part is a simultaneous assignment (a1, . . . , ak) = (e1, . . . , ek) of
expressions ei to attributes ai . The send part is of the form e.op(par) and denotes the emission of a signal op with
parameters par to receiver object e. Finally, the move part consists of a single move(e) action that indicates that the
object should move to the location object whose identity is denoted by e. We require that all free variables in the action
are among the attributes of the class, the parameters introduced by the trigger, the location x bound by ANY, and self.
UML state machines of mobile objects are executed in an environment consisting of a single network for exchanging
messages between objects and an event queue for each object. Each object starts in the initial state of its state machine.
In any state, if either the trigger of an outgoing transition is at the head of the event queue associated with the object or if
an outgoing transition shows no triggering signal, this outgoing transition may be taken, provided its guard is satisﬁed.
If a transition is taken, its action is executed and the state of the object becomes the target state of the transition. On
executing the action of the transition, the signals raised by the send part of the action are put into the network. The
network delivers its contents to the event queues of the receiving objects.
Fig. 5(b) shows a UML state machine for the high-level shopping agent, based on the class diagram of Fig. 5(a). The
behavior of this simple shopping agent intuitively corresponds to the MTLA speciﬁcation presented in Fig. 3.
Our interpretation of transitions deviates in certain ways from the UML standard. First, the UML standard prioritizes
triggerless transitions (so-called “completion transitions”) over transitions that require an explicit triggering event.
In contrast, we consider that completion transitions may be delayed; this less deterministic interpretation is more
1 Again, e1 and e2 are expressed in terms of attributes and parameters, in accordance with the encapsulation principle central to object-oriented
design.
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appropriate for descriptions at higher levels of abstraction. As a second, minor deviation, we allow guards to appear in
transitions leaving a state machine’s initial state.
3.2. MTLA semantics of state machines
For the MTLA encoding, every object in a system of mobile UML state machines is represented by an MTLA location
whose local state includes a unique, unmodiﬁable identiﬁer self containing the object’s identity. We denote by Obj the
set of all MTLA locations that represent objects of a given object system. The subset Loc denotes the set of MTLA
locations that represent UML location objects (including mobile locations), and the formalization of a
system of state machines at a given level of abstraction is with respect to these sets Obj and Loc. An object conﬁguration
is represented as a tree of names as described in Section 2.
The local state at each node represents the attributes of the corresponding object, including self. In addition, we use
the attributes ctl to hold the current control state of the object (i.e., the active state of the corresponding state machine)
and evts to represent the list of events that are waiting to be processed by the object. Objects interact asynchronously
by sending and receiving messages. In the MTLA formalization, the communication network is represented explicitly
by an attribute msgs located at the root node of the conﬁguration tree.
Every transition of an object is translated into an MTLA action formula that takes a parameter o denoting the location
corresponding to the object. In the following, if  is an MTLA expression (a term or a formula), we write x and o,
respectively, for the expressions obtained by replacing x by x.self and by replacing all attributes a of o by o.a.
The action formula representing a transition is a conjunction built from the translations of its trigger, guard, and action
components. The automaton transition from states src to dest is reﬂected by a conjunct o.ctl = src ∧ o.ctl′ = dest.
A trigger op(par) contributes to the deﬁnition of the action formula in two ways: ﬁrst, the parameters par are added
to the formal parameters of the action deﬁnition. Second, we add the conjunct
¬empty(o.evts) ∧ head(o.evts) = 〈op, par〉 ∧ o.evts′ = tail(o.evts)
asserting that the transition can only be taken if the trigger is actually present in the event queue and that it is removed
from the queue upon execution of the transition. For transitions without an explicit trigger we add the conjunct
UNCHANGED(o.evts) to indicate that the event queue is unmodiﬁed.
A Boolean guard g over the object’s attributes is represented by a formula go, indicating that g is true at location o.
A constraint e1 ≺ e2 on the hierarchy of objects is represented by a conjunct of the form
∨
o1,o2∈Obj
o1.self = (e1)o ∧ o2.self = (e2)o ∧ o2.o1〈true〉.
An action ANY x : P : upd, send,move is translated to an MTLA formula ∨x∈Loc P xo ∧ actsx where actsx is a
conjunction of formulas representing the upd, send, and move constituents of the action. In more detail, a multiple
assignment to attributes is represented by a formula
o.a′1 = (e1)xo ∧ . . . ∧ o.a′k = (ek)xo ∧ UNCHANGED(o.ak+1, . . . , o.an),
where ak+1, . . . , an are the attributes of o that are not modiﬁed by the assignment and where x is the variable bound
by ANY. Sending a message e.op(par) is modeled by a conjunct msgs′ = msgs ∪ {〈exo ,op, parxo〉} asserting that the
message is added to the set of undelivered messages. For actions that do not send a message we instead add the conjunct
msgs′ = msgs. If the action contains a clause move(e), we add a conjunct
∨
l∈Loc
l.self = exo ∧ ε.o?l.o
that asserts that o will move to (the location with identity) exo . Otherwise we add the conjunct
∧
l∈Loc [false]l.o to
indicate that the object does not enter or leave any location in Loc.
To model the reception of new events, we add an action RcvEvt(o, e) that removes an event e addressed to o from the
network and appends it to the queue evts of unprocessed events while leaving all other attributes unchanged. We also
add an action DiscEvt(o) that discards events that do not have associated transitions from the current control state. The
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Fig. 6. MTLA speciﬁcation of the shopper behavior (see Fig. 5).
entire next-state relation Next(o) of object o is represented as a disjunction of all actions deﬁned from the transitions
and the implicit actions RcvEvt and DiscEvt, existentially quantifying over all parameters that have been introduced in
the translation.
A state predicate Init(o) deﬁning the initial conditions of object o is similarly obtained from the transition(s) leaving
the initial state of the state machine. Finally, the overall speciﬁcation of the behavior of an object o of class C is given
by the MTLA formulas
IC(o) ≡ ∧ Init(o) ∧ o.evts = 〈〉 ∧[Next(o)]attr(o) ∧[false]o.self
∧∧l∈Loc [Next(o)]l.o (∧∧l∈Loc o.l[false]).
, (3)
C(o) ≡ ∃ o.ctl, o.evts : IC(o). (4)
The “internal” speciﬁcation IC(o) asserts that the initial state must satisfy the initial condition, that all modiﬁcations
of attributes of o (including ctl and evts) and all moves of o relative to locations in Loc are accounted for by the next-state
relation, and that the object identity is immutable. If C is not a location class, an additional conjunct states that
no location object should be nested beneath o. For example, the formula IShopper(ag) shown in Fig. 6 deﬁnes the
behavior of an object ag of class Shopper introduced in Fig. 5. The “external” speciﬁcation C(o) is obtained from
IC(o) by hiding the implicit attributes o.ctl and o.evts.
The speciﬁcation of a ﬁnite system of objects consists of the conjunction of the speciﬁcations of the individual
objects. Moreover, we add conjuncts that describe the hierarchy of locations and objects and that constrain the network.
For our shopper example, we might assume a typical system conﬁguration being given by the object diagram in Fig. 7.
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«location» sh   : Site1
«location» sh   : SiteN
«mobile»
ag : Shopper
«location» home : Site
.
.
.
Fig. 7. Object diagram for the shopper example.
This conﬁguration can be translated into the formula
Sys ≡ ∃msgs : ∧∧Ni=1 ∧ shi〈self = shop-i ∧ home[false] ∧ ∧Nj=1 shj [false]〉
∧ Site(shi )
∧ home〈self = home ∧ ∧Ni=1 shi[false]〉 ∧ Site(home)
∧ home.ag〈self = ag〉 ∧ Shopper(ag)
∧∧l∈Loc [false]l.sh1,...,l.shN ,l.home
∧ msgs = 〈〉 ∧[∨o∈Obj Next(o)]msgs
The formula in the scope of the existential quantiﬁer asserts that the initial conﬁguration contains the N + 1 sites
sh1, . . . , shN and home, and a shopping agent ag. (We omit the state machine for the sites and its formalization by
the MTLA formula Site.) Moreover, home and the shops sh1, . . . , shN are immobile and unnested locations, whereas
ag is initially situated beneath home. The last conjunct asserts that messages are only sent and received according to
the speciﬁcations of the participating objects. The external speciﬁcation is obtained by hiding the set of messages in
transit, which is implicit at the UML level.
For this example, Obj is the set {sh1, . . . , shN, home, ag} and Loc = Obj \ {ag}. Moreover, we deﬁne a set Site
containing the identities of the elements of Loc, i.e. Site = {shop-1, . . . , shop-N,home}.
The MTLA formula obtained from the UML model is somewhat lengthier than the speciﬁcation SimpleShopper
of Section 2.3, mostly because we have to specify asynchronous message passing for UML models. However, the
invariants (1) and (2) considered for SimpleShopper still hold of the encoding of the UML system.
4. Reﬁnement of mobile UML state machines
Reﬁnement concepts are the crucial ingredients of any formal method of system development [4,3]. High-level
speciﬁcations are gradually enriched, preserving already veriﬁed properties, until an implementation can be easily
read off or automatically generated. Advocated by researchers in academia for several decades, reﬁnement has been
extended for object orientation [7] and is increasingly ﬁnding its way into industrial development projects [11,14]. We
identify and study three principles of reﬁnement for mobile systems:
(1) Operation reﬁnement is a principle that is well-known from sequential and reactive systems. It can be used to
reduce the non-determinism of operations; actions that are atomic at the abstract level can also be decomposed
into sequences of ﬁner-grained actions.
(2) Spatial extension can be used to decompose a single, high-level location n into a tree of sub-locations that collec-
tively implement the behavior required of n, and whose root is again named n. It may be necessary to hide local
state associated with node n if it is to be distributed among the sub-locations of the implementation.
(3) Virtualization of locations allows to implement one or several locations of the abstract speciﬁcation by a structurally
different location hierarchy, with a different name. This form of reﬁnement requires the name of the “virtualized”
location to be hidden from the high-level interface.
A single reﬁnement step may combine several of these principles. For example, we will see that an atomic move
action at a high level of description can be decomposed into a sequence of lower-level moves using a combination of
operation reﬁnement and virtualization. We consider each of the basic principles in more detail and illustrate them at
the hand of our running example. Again, we follow the lead of TLA where reﬁnement of a high-level speciﬁcation Abs
with internal variables h by a low-level speciﬁcation Conc is expressed by validity of the implication Conc ⇒ ∃ h : Abs.
In connection with mobile UML, our main interest is in justifying correctness-preserving reﬁnements of mobile UML
state machines without resorting to reasoning about behaviors within MTLA.
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«location» Site
lookFor : Item
offers : {Offer}
look(i : Item)
offer(o : Offer)
name : String
supply : {Offers}
getOffer(i : Item)
present(offers : {Offer})
Shopper«mobile»
nbs
*
home
loc
1
1
Idle
Returning
Ready
look(item) /
= (item, {})
(lookFor,offers)
(offers)
/ home.present
/ ANY x : x in nbs(loc) :
loc=x; move(x)
ArrivedWaitOffer
offer(o) /
offers=add(offers,o)
Shopping
/ loc.getOffer(lookFor)
loc=home
[@home]
[@home]
Class diagram.
State machine.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 8. Reﬁned shopper. (a) Class diagram. (b) State machine.
4.1. Operation reﬁnement
Early system models may afford a high degree of non-determinism, which is reduced during system design. For
example, consider the state machine for the shopping agent shown in Fig. 8, which imposes a number of constraints
with respect to the state machine shown in Fig. 5. After arriving at a new shop location (whose identity is recorded in
the additional attribute loc), the agent may now either query for offers by sending a new message getOffer or it may
immediately move on to another neighbor location. In the former case, the agent waits until the offers are received,
adds them to its local memory, and then moves on. When the agent arrives at its home location, it may quit the cycle,
presenting the collected offers and returning to the Idle state.
Intuitively, the state machine of Fig. 8 is a reﬁnement of the one shown in Fig. 5 because the states of the reﬁned state
machine can be mapped to those of the high-level state machine such that every transition of the lower-level machine
either is explicitly allowed or is invisible at the higher level. In particular, the states Ready, Arrived, WaitOffer, and
Returning can all be mapped to the high-level state Shopping, as indicated by the dashed line enclosing these states.
Assuming that the set nbs(s) contains only identities in Site, for all s ∈ Site, each transition of the reﬁned model either
corresponds to a transition of the abstract model or to a stuttering transition. For example, the transition from Arrived
to WaitOffer is invisible at the level of abstraction of the model shown in Fig. 5. Because MTLA speciﬁcations are
stuttering invariant, we expect the formalization of a system containing the reﬁned shopper to imply the formula Sys
of Section 3.2, which describes the original system.
We now formalize this intuition by deﬁning what it means for a state machine R to reﬁne another state machine M
for some class C. We have to be more precise about the context in which M and R are supposed to be embedded.
The machines are speciﬁed with respect to two class diagrams CR and CM that describe the attribute and method
signatures R and M , which include all method names that appear in transition labels (either received or sent), and we
assume that R extends M . Similarly, we assume that the sets ObjR and LocR of MTLA names for the objects and the
Location objects at the level of the reﬁnement are supersets of the corresponding sets ObjM and LocM at the abstract
level. Finally, the reﬁnement may be subject to global hypotheses about the reﬁned system, such as the hierarchy of
names, that are formally asserted by an MTLA state predicate H. Thus, we say that the state machine R for class CR
reﬁnes the state machine M for class CM under hypothesis H if for all system speciﬁcations SysM and SysR where SysR
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results from SysM by replacing all occurrences of CM(o) by CR(o) and by conjoining some formulas such that SysR
implies H , the implication SysR ⇒ SysM is valid.
In order to prove that R reﬁnes M, we relate the machines by a mapping  that associates with every state s of R
a pair (s) = (Inv(s),Abs(s)) where Inv(s) is a set of MTLA state predicates, possibly containing spatial operators,
and where Abs(s) is a state of M. With such a mapping we associate certain proof obligations: the invariants must be
inductive for R, and the (MTLA formalizations of the) transitions of the machine R must imply some transition allowed
at the corresponding state of M, or leave unchanged the state of M.
Theorem 1. Assume that M and R are two state machines for classes CM and CR such that the attribute and method
signature R of CR extends the signature M of CM , and that  is a mapping associating with every state s of R a set
Inv(s) of MTLA state predicates and a state Abs(s) of M. If all of the following conditions hold (with free variable o)
then R reﬁnes M under hypothesis H. We write  for
[Abs(o.ctl)/o.ctl, o.evtsM/o.evts,msgsM/msgs],
where e denotes the collection (set or sequence) of those elements of e whose ﬁrst component is in .
(1) Abs(sR0 ) = sM0 where sM0 and sR0 denote the initial states of M and R. Moreover,
H ∧ InitR(o) ⇒ o[Inv(sR0 )] ∧ InitM(o)
holds for the initial conditions InitR and InitM of M and R.
(2) For every transition of R with source and target states s and t formalized by the MTLA action formula A(o, par):
H ∧ H ′ ∧ o[Inv(s)] ∧ A(o, par) ⇒ o[Inv(t)′].
(3) For every state s of R and every outgoing transition of s formalized by formula A(o, par), let Abs(s) denote the
corresponding state of M, let B1(o, par1), . . . , Bm(o, parm) be the MTLA formulas for the outgoing transitions
of Abs(s), let attrM(o) be the tuple of attributes deﬁned for M and LocM the set of locations for M. Then
H ∧ H ′ ∧ o[Inv(s)] ∧ A(o, par)
⇒ ∨∨mi=1 (∃pari : Bi(o, pari ))
∨ UNCHANGED(attrM(o),msgsM ) ∧
∧
l∈LocM [false]l.o.
Proof. Assume that the low- and high-level systems are speciﬁed by the MTLA formulas SysR and SysM . By ISysR
and ISysM , we will denote the corresponding formulas without the quantiﬁcation over msgs and the implicit attributes
oi.ctl and oi.evts, for all objects oi . We will prove that
 ISysR ⇒ ISysM, (5)
where we let F denote the formula
F [Abs(o.ctl)/o.ctl,msgsM/msgs, oi .evtsM/oi],
in particular, all event queues, and not just the queue of the reﬁned object o, are restricted to messages in the high-level
signature M .
From (5), we obtain the assertion  SysR ⇒ SysM by the standard introduction and elimination rules for existential
quantiﬁcation.
For the proof of (5), recall that we assume SysR to be obtained from SysM by adding (some global assumptions that
imply) H and by replacing the speciﬁcation CM(o) by CR(o). Thus, all conjuncts in ISysM that refer to the global
system, and in particular the object hierarchy, are implied by ISysR , and we only have to consider the speciﬁcations of
the objects that appear in ISysM . Formula (5) is shown by a proof of step simulation, considering the actions possible
at the implementation level.
First consider any object oi different from the reﬁned object o. By deﬁnition,
 ISysR ⇒ InitM(oi) ∧ oi.evts = 〈〉
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and therefore it follows that
 ISysR ⇒ InitM(oi) ∧ oi.evtsM = 〈〉.
Similarly, NextR(oi) and NextM(oi) as well as attrR(oi) and attrM(oi) are identical. In particular, all moves (with
respect to location in LocM ) at the implementation level must also be allowed at the abstract level. To see that
 [NextM(oi)]attrM(oi),msgs ⇒ [NextM(oi)]attrM(oi),msgs
observe that the deﬁnition of every action A(oi, par) other than RcvEvt(oi, e) or DiscEvt(oi) is such that
A(oi, par) ⇒ A(oi, par)
because any message consumed or sent by A is contained in M , implying that oi.evts and msgs on the one side and
oi.evtsM and msgsM on the other side are modiﬁed in the same way. On the other hand, executions of RcvEvt(oi, e)
or DiscEvt(oi) for an event not in M are mapped to stuttering transitions with respect to oi.evtsM and msgsM .
Now consider the reﬁned object o itself. Condition (1) ensures that the initial condition InitM(o) ∧ o.evtsM = 〈〉
holds for any run satisfying ISysR . Moreover, conditions (1) and (2) inductively establish that o[Inv(ctl)] holds along
the entire run. Therefore, condition (3) shows that every move of o in a run described by ISysR either maps to a move
allowed by ISysM or does not affect the projection of the state visible at the abstract level, i.e.
 ISysR ⇒ [NextM(o)]
attr(o) ∧[NextM(o)]msgs ∧
∧
l∈LocM
[NextM(o)]l.o.
This completes the proof of (5), and thus of the theorem. 
Theorem 1 ensures that R can replace M in any system that satisﬁes hypotheses H. In particular, all properties (MTLA
formulas) that have been established for the high-level system are guaranteed to be preserved by the reﬁned model.
The proof obligations of Theorem 1 are induced by the elements of the UML state machine rather than by their MTLA
encoding, and they can easily be rewritten in a different logic, such as OCL, because they are non-temporal.
In order to prove that the state machine of Fig. 8 reﬁnes that of Fig. 5, with respect to hypothesis H ≡ ∀s ∈ Site :
nbs(s) ∈ Site, we must deﬁne the mapping . We have already indicated the deﬁnition of the state abstraction mapping
Abs. For the mapping Inv, we associate (the MTLA encoding of) @home with state Returning and ag.loc ∈ Site with
all other states. It is then easy to verify the conditions of Theorem 1. In particular, the transitions leaving state Arrived
do not modify the shopping agent’s attributes, and they do not send messages contained in the original signature. They
are therefore allowed by condition (3) of Theorem 1. Note that the hypothesis H captures the reﬁnements to the location
structure.
4.2. Spatial extension without distribution of state
A system developer may choose to reﬁne single locations of the high-level model into hierarchies of locations.
However, the spatial relations between the locations that existed at the abstract level of description should be preserved.
Consider the model shown in Fig. 9. It is based on the idea that prior to interacting with an object, incoming agents are
ﬁrst placed in a special sublocation for security checking. Instead of a simple, atomic move from one shop to another
as in Figs. 5 and 8, this version moves the shopping agent ﬁrst to the “incoming” sublocation of the target location. If
the agent is accepted by the host, as modeled by the reception of an admit signal, it transfers to the “dock” sublocation
where the real processing takes place. Otherwise, the host will send a refuse signal, and the shopping agent moves on
to another neighbor host. As shown in the class diagram, we assume that every site location contains sublocations In
and Dock that are represented by the MTLA sublocations l_in and l_dock.
Theorem 1 can again be used to show that the “docked” shopper of Fig. 9 is a further reﬁnement of the state machine
shown in Fig. 8 with respect to the hypothesis
H ≡ ∧
l∈LocR
∧ l.l_in〈true〉 ∧ l.l_dock〈true〉
∧ incoming(l.self ) = l_in.self ∧ dock(l.self ) = l_dock.self
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«location»
In
«location»
Dock
«location» Site
supply : {Offers}
present(offers : {Offer})
incoming
1
dock
1
Idle
Returning
Ready
look(item) /
= (item, {})
(lookFor,offers)
offers=add(offers,o)
offer(o) /(offers)
/ home.present
Incoming
loc=home
[@home]
move(dock(loc))
admit() /
DockedWaitOffer
/ ANY x : x in nbs(loc) :
loc=x; move(incoming(x))
/ loc.getOffer(lookFor)
refuse()
[@home]
Class diagram.
State machine.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. A “docked” shopping agent. (a) Class diagram. (b) State machine.
that asserts the relationship between sites and their sublocations and the connection with the associations of the class
diagram in Fig. 9(a). The states Incoming and Docked of the state machine of the “docked” shopper are mapped
to the single high-level state Arrived, and the invariant mapping associates (the MTLA encoding of) @loc with the
location Incoming and ag.loc ∈ Site with all states. Indeed, the move action labeling the transition from Ready to
Incoming will be formalized by an MTLA action formula ∨l∈LocR ε.ag?l_in.ag, which, by virtue of the hypothesis
H, implies the corresponding formula
∨
l∈LocM ε.ag?l.ag formalizing the move between the high-level states Ready
and Arrived. Similarly, H and the invariant establish that the move between the Incoming and Docked states maps to a
stuttering action: ﬁrst, the local attributes and the message queue are left unchanged. Moreover, the invariant associated
with state Incoming asserts that the agent is located beneath the site (with identity) loc. Therefore, a move to the “dock”
sublocation of that same site is invisible with respect to the locations in LocM : the action implies [false]l.ag, for all
l ∈ LocM .
For these kinds of reﬁnement to be admissible, it is essential that the spatial operators of MTLA refer to locations at
an arbitrary depth instead of just the children of a node and that it is therefore impossible to specify the precise location
of the agent. In fact, we consider the concept of “immediate sublocation” to be as dependent on the current level of
abstraction as the notion of “immediate successor state”, and MTLA allows to express neither.
4.3. Spatial extension with distribution of state
In the case of the docked shopper, the reﬁnement could simply be represented by implication because the local
attributes associated with the objects of the abstract model, such as the set offers are equally present at the reﬁned level.
In other cases, reﬁnements of the spatial hierarchy will be accompanied by a distribution of the high-level attributes over
the hierarchy of sublocations of the reﬁned model. For a simple example, departing again from the high-level shopper
of Fig. 5, consider the UML model shown in Fig. 10. As shown in the class diagram, we assume that the shopping agent
contains two sub-agents path that determines the path to follow through the network and dt that collects the data, and
we have replaced the attributes lookFor and offers of the high-level shopper by attributes tgt and res assigned to the
dt sub-agent. 2 The transition from Idle to GotRoute determines the route of the agent. It is guarded by the condition
r ∈ Seq(Site), asserting that r is a list of (identities of) network sites.
2 The renaming of the attributes is not necessary, but will make it clear in the following to which model we are referring.
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«mobile» Path
rt : [Site]
«mobile» Data
tgt : Item
res : {Offer}1
dt
Shopper«mobile»«location»
route(path : [Site])
look(i : Item)
offer(o : Offer)
1
path
ShoppingIdle GotRoute look(item) /(dt.tgt, dt.res)
= (item, {})
offer(o) /
dt.res=add(dt.res,o)
[not empty(path.rt)] /
path.rt = tail(path.rt);
move(head(path.rt))
[r in Seq(Site)]/
path.rt = r
route(r)
[@home]
[@home] / home.present(dt.res)
Class diagram.
State machine.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. Spatial reﬁnement of the shopper. (a) Class diagram. (b) State machine.
Spatial distribution of attributes is similar to the concept of data reﬁnement in standard reﬁnement-based formalisms.
Intuitively, the reﬁnement of Fig. 10 is admissible provided that the public interface is preserved. We will therefore
assume that the attributes item and offers have been marked as private in the class diagram for the abstract shopper,
ensuring that no other object relies on their presence.
Formally, the visibility (either “private” or “public”) of attributes is taken into account in the MTLA formalization of
state machines by redeﬁning the external speciﬁcation of the behavior of an object o of class C with private attributes
a1, . . . , ak to be the MTLA formula
C(o) ≡ ∃ o.a1, . . . , o.ak, o.ctl, o.evts : IC(o), (6)
where IC(o) is deﬁned as before by formula (3). Since the speciﬁcation of an object system is based on the external
object speciﬁcation, private attributes are invisible at the system level, and the deﬁnition of reﬁnement modulo a
hypothesis remains as before.
The veriﬁcation of reﬁnement relies on conditions generalizing those of Theorem 1, provided that the private attributes
of the high-level object can be computed from those of the implementation via a reﬁnement mapping [1]. The relation
between the two diagrams R and M is therefore given by the mapping  as before, complemented by terms t1, . . . , tk
that represent the values of the private high-level attributes a1, . . . , ak . These terms have then to be substituted for the
attributes in the formulas concerning the high-level state machine M.
Theorem 2. Extending the context of Theorem 1 by terms t1, . . . , tk , we now write  for
[Abs(o.ctl)/o.ctl, o.evtsM/o.evts,msgsM/msgs, t1/o.a1, . . . , tk/o.ak].
If the set of public attributes of R is a superset of those of M then R reﬁnes M under hypothesis H up to hiding of
attributes o.a1, . . . o.ak if the conditions of Theorem 1 hold for this new interpretation of substitution.
The proof of Theorem 2 is a straightforward extension of that of Theorem 1. The assumption that every public
attribute of M is also a public attribute of R is necessary to apply the elimination rule for existential quantiﬁcation. As
in Theorem 1, the proof obligations can be read off from the UML diagram. We note, however, that both theorems only
give sufﬁcient conditions for reﬁnement, but that they are incomplete and will in general have to be complemented by
deﬁnitions of auxiliary variables [1].
For the example shown in Fig. 10(a), the hypothesis is
H ≡ ag.path〈true〉 ∧ ag.dt〈true〉,
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Idle Shopping
offer(o) /
offers=add(offers,o)
Shipping
[@home] /
home.present(offers)
look(item) /
(lookFor,offers)=(item,{})
[@home]
loc=home
ANY l : l in Site :
loc=l; move(l)
move(transit)
Fig. 11. State machine for the “slow shopper”.
which, as before, reﬂects the additional structure given by the class diagram in Fig. 10. The states Idle and GotRoute
of the state machine of Fig. 10 are both mapped to the abstract state Idle. The invariant mapping assigns the state
formula ag.path.rt ∈ Seq(Site) to the states GotRoute and Shopping. Finally, the reﬁnement mapping is deﬁned by
substituting ag.dt.res and ag.dt.tgt for ag.offers and ag.lookFor, respectively. All proof obligations of Theorem 2 are
then easily veriﬁed.
4.4. Virtualization of locations
Whereas the notions of spatial reﬁnement that we have considered so far have introduced new (sub-)objects, we
have taken care to preserve the hierarchy of the objects present at the abstract levels. Together with the choice of
modalities of MTLA that can only specify how objects are nested with respect to one another, but cannot describe
the precise location of an object, we have thus been able to represent reﬁnement as implication and to preserve all
MTLA properties. However, it can occasionally be desirable to allow for reﬁnements that do not at all times preserve
the spatial relationships imposed by the original speciﬁcation. We therefore propose a ﬁnal reﬁnement principle for
mobile systems where some location n of the high-level speciﬁcation can be replaced by locations with different names
and possibly different structure. Of course, the external behavior should be preserved—in particular, the name n should
be hidden in the abstract model.
For example, Fig. 11 presents a variation of the original state machine of Fig. 5 where the agent moves to an
intermediate transit location, which is not included in Site, before moving to the next site. (A subsequent reﬁnement
could add more structure to the transit location, modeling the transport of the agent across the network.) We cannot
use Theorems 1 or 2 to prove that this model reﬁnes the original one because the move to the transit location during
the transition from the Shopping to the Shipping state cannot be mapped to any high-level action. In fact, the MTLA
formula representing the “slow shopper” does not imply the formula encoding the original speciﬁcation, and the
invariant formula (1) asserting that the shopping agent is always located at some location that represents a network site
does not hold of the slow shopper.
Such relationships can be formalized by considering a weaker notion of reﬁnement, abstracting from some of the
names that occur in the original speciﬁcation. In our running example, the name of the shopping agent should not
actually be part of the interface: the purpose of the system is that the agent’s home site learns about offers made by
other network sites; the use of a mobile agent is an implementation detail. We say that an object system formalized
by an MTLA formula Impl reﬁnes another system formalized by Spec up to hiding of name n if the implication
Impl ⇒ ∃ n : Spec holds. In general, the behavior required of object n at the abstract level may be implemented by
several implementation objects, hence it does not appear useful to give a “local” rule, similar to Theorems 1 and 2,
that attempts to prove reﬁnement by considering a single state machine at a time. Instead, the strategy in proving such
a reﬁnement is to deﬁne a “spatial reﬁnement mapping”, using the rules given in Section 2. For the slow shopper, we
ﬁrst use rule (∃ -sub) to introduce a new sublocation, say l_virtual, for every high-level location l and then deﬁne a
reﬁnement mapping that returns the implementation-level agent as long as it is not at the transit location, and otherwise
the location l_virtual associated with the previous site visited as stored in the attribute loc. The local attributes of the
high-level shopper are simply obtained from those of the implementation-level agent.
Reﬁnement up to hiding of names allows for implementations that differ more radically in structure. For example,
the single shopping agent of the initial speciﬁcation could be implemented by a number of shopping agents that roam
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the network in parallel, cooperating to establish the shopping list. On the other hand, a correct implementation could
also be based on a client–server solution instead of using mobile agents.
5. Conclusion and further work
We have deﬁned the logic MTLA as an extension of TLA by spatial modalities. Our primary objective has been to
identify adequate concepts of reﬁnement for mobile systems, and to ensure that they are reﬂected by simple, yet precise
relationships in the logic. In particular, this goal has motivated the deﬁnitions of the spatial modalities of MTLA as
referring to deeply nested sub-locations and not just to immediate children as in most other spatial logics. Our exposition
of MTLA in this article has been mostly semantical; a more comprehensive treatment of the logic and its meta-logical
properties (decidability and axiomatization) appears in [28].
The formalism has been validated by an encoding of mobile UML models. For this encoding, we have assumed some
simpliﬁcations and restrictions of mobile UML state machines. We have indicated sufﬁcient conditions for verifying
reﬁnement of safety properties “object by object” where the proof obligations are directly drawn from the UML level
and do not rely on the MTLA formalization. It would be interesting to combine our notion of reﬁnement with reﬁnement
rules for adding and deleting transitions in UML state machines or changing transition labels [18]. We also intend to
study adequate composition and decomposition concepts in future work. More broadly, we believe that semi-formal
notations and concepts such as UML provide interesting opportunities to apply veriﬁcation and reﬁnement techniques. In
particular, the proof obligations should be understandable at the semi-formal level and should not introduce unnecessary
formal clutter, and adequate tool support will be essential.
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